HUI UPPED AT MINDS EYE ENTERTAINMENT, DONAHUE MOVES TO
ROCKET FUND
March 8, 2011 (Regina, CANADA) – Minds Eye Entertainment, one of the largest film
and television production companies in Western Canada, announces Lisa Donahue’s
departure from the position of Business Affairs Manager.
Donahue, who was recently credited on the Minds Eye Canada‐France Treaty Co‐
productions FACES IN THE CROWD (starring Milla Jovavich) and THE TALL MAN
(starring Jessica Biel), amassed an aggregate of twelve years with the company, first
from 1994‐2004, and more recently from 2009 onward.
Donahue's producing credits include three documentaries for the VisionTV thread, I
PROPHESY ‐ THE FUTURE REVEALED, and, The Saskatchewan Centennial Gala,
broadcast live on CBC on May 19, 2005.
Minds Eye’s Becki Hui, who has been working alongside Donahue since her return in
the company's business affairs department since June 2009, has been promoted as
Donahue’s replacement.
Donahue has accepted the position of Manager of Business and Legal Affairs for the
Shaw Rocket Fund. "This is a fantastic opportunity for Lisa. It is always very
rewarding for me to see our employees’ careers grow and they assume such
prominent industry positions. It’s a real testament to the quality and caliber of the
roster of individuals we have on our team", says CEO and President, Kevin DeWalt
on Donahue's new post.
"We couldn't have found a better candidate to carry on Lisa's (Donahue), work.
Becki has been an integral member of the Minds Eye team and has been an essential
part of two of the most difficult and complex closings (on films THE TALL MAN and
FACES IN THE CROWD), we have ever gone through in our 25 year history as a
company. She’s more than up for the challenge", offered DeWalt on the changing of
the guard.
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ABOUT MINDS EYE ENTERTAINMENT
Established in 1986, Minds Eye Entertainment is now one of Canada's most prolific
independent production and distribution companies, internationally recognized for
its commitment to distinctive film and television product and expertise navigating
international treaty co‐production and financing. Recent Credits include: THE TALL
MAN (Jessica Biel), FACES IN THE CROWD (Milla Jovavich, Julian McMahon),
LULLABY FOR PI (Forest Whitaker, Rupert Friend), Stephen King's DOLAN'S
CADILLAC (Christian Slater) and WALLED IN (Mischa Barton).
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